2005 pt cruiser alternator replacement

A bad alternator can leave your Chrysler PT Cruiser without power and unable to move. The
battery stores enough voltage to be able to start the engine without the assistance of an
alternator. It is turned by a serpentine belt. Most of the time, when replacing an alternator, the
alternator itself is relatively affordable. Here are the most common symptoms of a bad alternator
in a Chrysler PT Cruiser:. The battery light is designed to tell you that there is not enough
voltage to properly charge the battery, or that the battery itself is not holding the proper voltage.
In rare occasions the service engine soon light may light up. Outside of the battery warning
light, a dead battery is the most common symptom of a bad alternator. As the alternator can no
longer supply your PT Cruiser with an adequate power supply, it will begin to feed off of the
reserve in the battery. Once this battery reserve hits a certain level, the vehicle will begin to run
erratically and will no longer start when the key is turned. Often, the battery light will come on,
the alternator gets replaced, and then a few days later the vehicle dies. Nearly any auto parts
store will test your battery for free to see if it holds a charge. As the ignition system is no longer
able to produce a full powered spark, the engine will begin to sputter and stall. If you find
yourself in a position where you suspect that your voltage is dropping, but you need to safely
get off the highway, turn off everything that you possibly can. That will allow all of the limited
voltage in the battery to go to the ignition system. Dimming headlights are one of the most
common signs of a bad alternator in the Chrysler PT Cruiser. As your PT Cruiser begins to eat
through the voltage stored in the battery, the headlights will begin to fade. Many accessories in
a vehicle require quite a bit of voltage. Heated seats, the blower motor, power windows, and
even the radio will work erratically or not work at all when the alternator is bad. Some
alternators go bad right away, and some slowly lose their ability to charge under heavy loads.
The ones that fail completely are easy to diagnose. The battery drains and you are stuck with a
vehicle that goes nowhere. The challenge is diagnosing an alternator that is just not quite
charging like it needs to be. You can easily diagnose it with almost any multimeter. They should
get brighter after the engine starts, since the voltage is increasing by almost 2 volts. Now with
the engine idling, rev it up a little bit. Did the headlights get brighter as you increase the RPM?
This is a very strong indication that the alternator has in fact gone bad. This test depends a lot
on you to notice very subtle differences in lighting. It should not be used in substitute for
checking the voltage as described directly above. Over the life of any vehicle, the alternator is
going to go bad. Good luck diagnosing the alternator in your PT Cruiser. If there is anything that
you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Here are the most common symptoms of
a bad alternator in a Chrysler PT Cruiser: A typical alternator Battery Light The battery light is
designed to tell you that there is not enough voltage to properly charge the battery, or that the
battery itself is not holding the proper voltage. Dead Battery Outside of the battery warning
light, a dead battery is the most common symptom of a bad alternator. Dim headlights Dimming
headlights are one of the most common signs of a bad alternator in the Chrysler PT Cruiser.
Electric Accessory Issues Many accessories in a vehicle require quite a bit of voltage. Chrysler
PT Cruiser Bad Alternator Diagnosis Some alternators go bad right away, and some slowly lose
their ability to charge under heavy loads. A multi-meter is the most effective tool for diagnosing
a bad alternator Get a multimeter. Set it to read voltage. With the engine off, you should get a
reading somewhere between If you got Now, assuming that the alternator was producing over
14 volts, go ahead and turn on the headlights, air conditioner, radio, and any other accessory
you can think of, and run the same test all over again. Conclusion Over the life of any vehicle,
the alternator is going to go bad. I need to know the easiest way to remove the alternator. From
my PT Cruiser, I heard ir can be removed from the wheel well if you jack it up and remove the
plastic well. Is this true? I can't afford a mechanic right now. Do you. Hello, The alternator
comes out from the bottom so you will need to raise the car up safely first. Here is a guide to
help you see what you are in for when doing the job. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
Loosen the upper generator T-bolt lock nut. See Fig Raise vehicle Remove the right front wheel
Remove the accessory drive splash shield. See Fig Remove the pencil strut. See Fig Loosen the
lower pivot bolt. See Fig Loosen the accessory drive belt T-bolt. Unplug field circuit from
generator. Remove the generator belt. Remove the axle retaining nut. Remove the lower control
arm from steering knuckle. Remove axle shaft. Put a container under the transmission to catch
the transmission fluid from the transmission. Remove the generator lower mounting bolt and
nut from the upper T-bolt. Remove generator out the bottom. See Fig You should test the
alternator once completed. Cheers, Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Thank you for
your quick reply, Seems Chrysler went way out of their way to make sure you would have to
take this car to the service center to be repaired. A lot of over design if you ask me. Thanks
Again Was this answer. How do you replace an alternator on a ptcruiser Was this answer. Which
engine do you have? See pics make sure to read both pics second one is a tip from mechanics
Images Click to enlarge. The alternator on our PT cruiser diesel has failed. Am trying to get a

replacement used not so easy in the UK! I am trying to get the spec of existing and compare to
one which has been offered. The body is same shape, but back plastic cowling and wiring
connections different. Offered one comes from a diesel. Images attached of existing and
possible replacement. The replacement has twin outlet and additional spade terminal visible.
Images Click to enlarge. Hi: This vehicle with the diesel engine is not available here in N.
Therefore, I have nothing as far as specs. Based on your description, it sounds like you have
gotten an alternator for a gas US version of the vehicle which will not work for your vehicle.
Hours plus. Replaced alternator battery light was on still and when we started the car it
backfired is it due to a problem with the battery or is it something else please help as we need
the car ASAP! Great tip. In these cars many things are hard to get to but I still like the car. Use
2CarPros anytime, we are here to help. Please tell a friend. Cheers, Ken Was this answer. Please
login or register to post a reply. Got a red battery warning light on? This most likely means the
alternator has gone out and needs to be replaced. This is a common problem for most vehicles
and you can Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Hello I Am no expert but I have a pt
and it did the samething to me. You need to replace the fuse link wire from the starter to the
alternator. I did that and no more dead battery. Was this answer. My alternator went out while I
was driving, I replaced the alternator and tested and charged the battery. When I started it back
up the battery light still came on, its throwing no codes. With the tester on the battery, it shows
that its not getting anything from the alternator. It was suggested that I check the alternator fuse
but I cannot find it. Could it be the fuse and if so where would it be? See of you have 12v at the
main alt terminal with the key OFF. Need help with diagnostics please Was this answer. Main
relay is ON. The ignition voltage is The main relay voltage is 26V for 7. What happens when DTC
sets? When will DTC clear? A poor connection 2. Rubbed through wire insulation 3. Wire that is
tampered inside the insulation. Any circuitry suspected to cause the problem should be
thoroughly checked for the following conditions. My battery keeps dying, I got a new one last
year and my alternator is overcharging. The check engine light came on, the car started stalling
and acted like it wanted to cut off. The check engine light stayed on for two days and went off.
The car is completely dead now but before the check engine light came on I was having to get a
jump everyday Was this answer. Sounds like you need a battery and an alternator Maybe this
will aid you? If applicable, be sure to make two separate orders to maximize things! The medic
Image Click to enlarge. The lights on my car started to blink and the radio turn off. The
mechanic started if I start it up and disconnect the battery it's the alternator. So I bought an
alternator and it was still doing it and I bought a battery yesterday. Well the alternator I brought
was not good it registered I got a new alternator and I wanted to know if there is anything else
that would make the lights dim and the radio not work Was this answer. A specific DTC results
from a particular system failure. DTC only indicates problem in circuit. It does not identify
specific component failure in circuit. Please login or register to post a reply. Got a red battery
warning light on? This most likely means the alternator has gone out and needs to be replaced.
This is a common problem for most vehicles and you can Car Noise, Help! Sponsored links. Ask
a Car Question. It's Free! Skip to main content. Include description. Brand Type. Aftermarket
Branded Items Genuine OEM 82 Items Private Label 5 Items 5. Not Specified 28 Items ACDelco
30 Items BBB Industries 43 Items Chrysler 59 Items Quality-Built 42 Items Remy 35 Items
Fitment Type. Direct Replacement 23 Items Not Specified Items Unspecified Length 64 Items
Lifetime 36 Items Alternator Items Generator 5 Items 5. Not Specified 47 Items New Items New
other see details 1 Items 1. Remanufactured Items Used 62 Items Please provide a valid price
range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North America.
Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show
only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More
filters Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your PT Cruiser. Enter Make Tell us about
your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Last one. Amounts shown in italicized text are for
items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to
Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates,
please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids
and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options
and costs. Skip to main content of over 1, results for "pt cruiser alternator". Skip to main search
results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option.
International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your
Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Only 9 left in
stock - order soon. Only 12 left in stock more on the way. Amazon's Choice for pt cruiser
alternator. Only 17 left in stock more on the way. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 2 left in stock
more on the way. Only 10 left in stock more on the way. FREE Shipping. Only 1 left in stock
more on the way. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 7 left in

stock more on the way. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering
menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Quick Links Download this manual.
Table of Contents. It is supplemented by a Warranty Information Booklet and various customer
oriented documents. You are urged to read these publications carefully. If you do not read this
entire manual you may miss important information. Any modifications or alterations to this
vehicle could seriously affect its roadworthiness and safety and may lead to an accident
resulting in serious injury or death. These numbers can be used to order duplicate keys from
your dealer. Ask your dealer for these numbers and keep them in a safe place. If this occurs,
rotate the key to the right slightly, then remove the key as described. Leaving children in a
vehicle unattended is danger- ous for a number of reasons. A child or others could be injured.
Children should be warned not to touch the parking brake, brake pedal or the gear selector
lever. Page 15 chip transponder embedded into them. Only keys that have been programmed to
the vehicle can be used to start and operate the vehicle. The Sentry Key Immobilizer System
does not need to be armed or activated. Operation of the system is automatic regardless of
whether or not the vehicle is locked or unlocked. Replacement Keys NOTE: Only keys that have
been programmed to the vehicle electronics can be used to start the vehicle. Once a Sentry Key
has been programmed to a vehicle, it can not be programmed to any other vehicle. Page
General Information 4. Insert a blank Sentry Key into the ignition switch and turn the ignition
switch ON within 60 seconds. After 10 seconds a single chime will sound. The Theft Alarm Light
will stop flashing, turn on for 3 seconds; then turn off. The new Sentry Key has been
programmed. If you turned the wheel to the left to engage the lock, turn the wheel slightly to the
left to disengage it. When leaving the vehicle always remove the key from the ignition lock, and
lock your vehicle. Do not leave children unattended in the vehicle, or with access to an
unlocked vehicle. Unsupervised use of vehicle equipment may cause severe personal inju- ries
and death. The double unlock activation feature requires you to turn the key in the cylinder lock
two times within five seconds to UNLOCK all vehicle doors and liftgate at once. Press the
interior door lock switch to the LOCK position. A single chime will sound to signify that you
have successfully completed the programming. You can turn the feature back on by repeating
the above mentioned procedure. Avoid trapping anyone in a vehicle in a collision. Remember
that the rear doors can only be opened from the outside when the child protection locks are
engaged. NOTE: For emergency exit with the system engaged, move the lock plunger up
unlocked position , roll down window and open the door with the outside door handle. Your new
vehicle was shipped with two trans- mitters. See your dealer for additional transmitters
Additional transmitters can be programmed to the sys- tem by using the following procedure: 1.
NOTE: Do not touch the battery terminals that are on the back housing or the printed circuit
board. With the transmitter buttons facing down, use a thin coin to pry the two halves of the
transmitter apart. To reassemble the transmitter case snap two halves together. Make sure there
is an even gap between the two halves. Test transmitter operation. Starting the vehicle with a
valid Sentry key will disarm the system. A valid key is one that is programmed to that particular
vehicle. A valid key will disarm the system, an invalid key will trigger the alarm. To unlock the
liftgate, insert the key into the lock and turn to the right. You and your passengers could be
injured by these fumes. Keep the liftgate closed when you are operating the vehicle. In the event
of an individual being locked inside the liftgate area with the rear shelf panel in position 1 Top
or position 2 Middle , the left side rear seat back can be unlatched by pulling down on the
glow-in-the-dark lever attached to the left rear seat back If the handle is pulled downward,
entirely through the elastic loop, the handle will not return to its original position and the seat
back may not operate properly. Never leave children in a vehicle, with the keys in the ignition
switch. Occupants, particularly unat- tended children, can become entrapped by the win- dows
while operating the power window switches. Such entrapment may result in serious injury or
death. Page Wind Buffeting Wind Buffeting Wind buffeting can be described as the perception
of pressure on the ears or a helicopter type sound in the ears. Your vehicle may exhibit wind
buffeting with the windows down, or the sunroof if equipped in certain open or partially open

positions. Someone on the road may be a poor driver and cause a collision that includes you.
This can happen far away from home or on your own street. Seat belts are designed to go
around the large bones of your body. These are the strongest parts of your body and can take
the forces of a collision the best. The seat belt latch plate is above the back of the front seat,
next to your arm. Grasp the latch plate and pull out the belt. Slide the latch plate up the webbing
as far as necessary to allow the belt to go around your lap. The lap portion could ride too high
on your body, possibly causing internal injuries. Always buckle your belt into the buckle
nearest you. Push up or down on the anchorage button to release the anchorage, and move it
up or down to the position that serves you best. Page 41 1. Position the latch plate as close as
possible to the anchor point. Slide the latch plate upward over the folded webbing. The folded
webbing must enter the slot at the top of the latch plate. Sliding The Latch Plate 4. Continue to
slide the latch plate up until it clears the folded webbing. Keeping the mother safe is the best
way to keep the baby safe. Pregnant women should wear the lap part of the belt across the
thighs and as snug across the hips as possible. Page 45 Airbags inflate in moderate to high
speed impacts. Along with seat belts and pretensioners, front airbags work with the instrument
panel knee bolsters to provide improved protection for the driver and front passenger. Side
airbags also work with seat belts to improve occupant protection. The seat belts are designed to
protect you in many types of collisions. All occupants should wear their lap and shoulder belts
properly. The driver and front passenger seats should be moved back as far as practical to
allow the front airbags room to inflate. The front control module will not detect side, roll over, or
rear collisions. A large quantity of nontoxic gas is generated to inflate the front airbags. The
front airbag covers sepa- rate and fold out of the way as the front airbags inflate to their full
size. NOTE: A collision that is not severe enough to need airbag protection will not activate the
system. Deployed airbags and seat belt pretensioners cannot protect you in another collision.
Have the airbags and seat belt pretensioners replaced by an autho- rized dealer as soon as
possible. While the airbag system is designed to be maintenance free, if any of the following
occurs, have an authorized dealer service the system immediately. In a collision, an
unrestrained child, even a tiny baby, can become a missile inside the vehicle. The force required
to hold even an infant on your lap could become so great that you could not hold the child, no
matter how strong you are. The child and others could be badly injured. An airbag deployment
could cause severe injury or death to infants in this position. It could come loose in a collision.
The child could be badly injured or killed. The LATCH system provides for the installation of the
child restraint without using the vehicle seat belt. Child restraints having tether straps and
hooks for connection to the top tether anchorage have been available for some time. Page 59
Tether Strap Mounting Not all child restraint systems will be installed as we have described
here. Again, carefully follow the instruc- tions that come with the child restraint system. An
incorrectly anchored tether strap could lead to Never allow a child to put the shoulder belt
under an arm or behind their back. Page Safety Tips A new engine may consume some oil
during its first few thousand miles kilometers of operation. This should be considered as a
normal part of the break-in and not interpreted as an indication of difficulty. Exhaust gases can
injure or kill. Rear seat belt assemblies must be replaced after a collision if they have been
damaged bent retractor, torn webbing, etc. If there is any question regarding belt or retractor
condition, replace the belt. A two point pivot system allows for horizontal and vertical mirror
adjustment. Annoying headlight glare can be reduced by moving the small control under the
mirror to the night position toward rear of vehicle. Press the L or R button for Left or Right
mirror selection. If your cellular phone has a different profile i. You can enter any four-digit pin
number. You will not need to remember this pin number after the initial registration process. For
example, you can say Call John Doe Work. Page 75 After you are finished editing an entry in the
phonebook, you will be given the opportunities to edit another entry in the phonebook, call the
number you just edited, or return to the main menu. Phonebook edit can be used to add another
phone number to a name entry that already exists in the phonebook. To reject the incoming call,
you can disregard the call and continue with your current conversation. You can either say the
name of the phone that you wish to delete or you can say All to delete all the phones. Page
Driver's Power Seat Height Adjuster - If Equipped Using body pressure, move forward and
rearward on the seat to be sure the seat adjusters have latched. The sudden movement of the
seat could cause you to lose control. The seat belt might not be properly adjusted and you
could be injured. To recline, lean forward slightly before lifting the lever, then lean back to the
desired position and release the lever. Lean forward and lift the lever to return the seatback to
its normal position. Pull up or push down on the head restraints so that the upper edge is as
high as practical. The control for the heater is located on the out- board side of each seat. Push
and hold the buttons shown in the picture to fold down either or both seatbacks. Lift up the seat
and tumble the seat forward. NOTE: Small rollers on the bottom of the folded seat and a handle

at the top allow the seat to be easily moved when removed from the vehicle. First pull the hood
release lever located under the left side of the instrument panel. If the hood is not fully latched it
could fly up when the vehicle is moving and block your forward vision. You could have a
collision. Be sure all hood latches are fully latched before driving. With the ignition key in the
OFF position, the interior lights will automatically turn off in about 8 minutes if a door is left
open or the dimmer control is left in the Dome light position. The in- terior lights will remain off
when the doors are open. Parade Mode Daytime Brightness Feature Rotate the dimmer control
to the first detent white semi-circle. Selecting high beam headlights will turn off the fog lights.
Turn Signals Move the Multi-Function Control Lever up or down and the arrows on each side of
the instrument cluster flash to show proper operation of the front and rear turn signal lights. If
the lever is pulled while in the delay range, the wiper will operate in low speed for two wipe
cycles after the lever is released, and then resume the intermittent interval previously selected.
Tilting the steering column while the vehicle is moving is dangerous. Without a stable steering
col- umn, you could lose control of the vehicle and have an accident. Adjust the column only
while the ve- hicle is stopped. Be sure it is locked before driving. Leaving the Electronic Speed
Control system on when not in use is dangerous. You could accidentally set the system or
cause it to go faster than you want. You could lose control and have an accident. Always leave
the system OFF when you are not using it. Page Garage Door Opener - If Equipped Vehicles
equipped with four speed automatic transaxles may experience a downshift to 3rd gear while
climbing uphill or descending downhill. This downshift to 3rd gear is necessary to maintain
vehicle set speed. On steep hills a greater speed loss or gain may occur so it may be preferable
to drive without speed control. A moving garage door can cause injury to people and pets in the
path of the door. People or pets could be seriously or fatally injured. Your motorized door or
gate will open and close while you are training the Universal Transceiver. Do not train the
transceiver if people or pets are in the path of the door or gate. A moving door or gate can
cause serious injury or death to people and pets or damage to objects. The indicator light in the
Universal Transceiver will begin to flash, first slowly and then rapidly. The rapid flashing
indicates successful programming. If after 90 seconds the indicator light does not flash rapidly
or goes out, return to step 1 and repeat the procedure. Locate the training button on the garage
door motor head unit. The exact location and color of the button may vary by garage door
opener manufacturer. If you have difficulty in locating the training button, check your garage
door opener manual, or call or, on the Internet, at NOTE: When programming such a garage
door opener or gate, unplug the device to prevent possible damage to the garage door or gate
motor. Operation is subject to the following conditions: 1. This device may not cause harmful
interference. This device must accept any interference that may be received including
interference that may cause undesired operation. Prior to calibrating the compass make sure
the proper zone is selected. Find an open area away from large metal objects. The sunroof can
be stopped at any position between closed and full open. Momentarily pressing the switch
rearward will activate the Express Open Feature, causing the sunroof to open automatically. It
will also open as the sunroof opens. The sunshade cannot be closed if the sunroof is open. To
preserve the heating ele- ment of the cigar lighter unit, do not hold the lighter in the heating
position. There are additional cup holders; one is molded in the center of the console to hold
large cups and the other is at the rear of the console to serve passengers in the rear seat. The
rear shelf panel may be installed in one of five different positions. Do not load objects on the
shelf in position 1 top. In an accident objects could strike occupants causing serious or fatal
injury. Do not load objects over lbs 45 kg in position 2 middle. Failure to follow this warning
could cause the shelf to collapse resulting in personal injury. Position 3 Floor Insert the front
outboard corners of the shelf panel into the bottom guides and slide forward. When in the
vertical position, the rear shelf panel should not be used as a barrier for large objects in the
cargo area when the seatbacks folded down. In an accident objects could strike the seatbacks
or occupants causing serious or fatal injury. Position 5 table With the liftgate open the rear shelf
panel can be moved rearward to act as a serving counter. Install the shelf leg into the liftgate
latch area as labeled on the rear scuff plate. Do not load objects over lbs 45 kg in position 5
table. Page To adjust the crossbars with botton style releases, depress the button and slide the
crossbar to the next locking position. Alternate sides until the crossbars are posi- tioned
correctly for your cargo and the stanchions are locked square to the slide rails. External racks
do not increase the total load carrying capacity of the vehicle. Cargo must be securely tied
before driving your vehicle. Improperly secured loads can fly off the vehicle, particularly at high
speeds, resulting in personal injury or property damage. Page Pinch Roller Release Fuel Gauge
When the ignition switch is in the ON position, the pointer will show the level of fuel remaining
in the fuel tank. Charging System Light This light shows the status of the electrical charg- ing
system. Engine Temperature Warning Light This light warns of an overheated engine condi-

tion. If the engine is critically hot, a warning chime will sound 10 times. After the chime turns
off, the engine will still be critically hot until the light goes out. Page High Beam Indicator This
light shows that the headlights are on high beam. Pull the turn signal lever toward the steer- ing
wheel to switch the headlights from high or low beam. Tachometer The white area of the scale
shows the permissible engine revolutions-per-minute rpm x for each gear range. Brake System
Warning Light This light monitors various brake functions, including brake fluid level and
parking brake application. If the brake light comes on, it may indicate that the parking brake is
applied, or there is a low brake fluid level. Page The light will flash when the Traction Control
System is controlling traction. If the door is open for more than 8 minutes, the light will turn off.
Airbag Light The light comes on and remains on for 6 to 8 seconds as a bulb check when the
ignition switch is first turned ON. If the light does not come on during starting, stays on, or
comes on while driving, have the system checked by an authorized dealer. Page Certain
conditions such as a loose or missing gas cap, poor fuel quality, etc. The vehicle should be
serviced if the light stays on through several of your typical driving cycles. In most situations
the vehicle will drive normally and will not require towing. Two Types of Signals There are two
basic types of radio signals AM or Amplitude Modulation, in which the transmitted sound
causes the amplitude, or height, of the radio waves to vary Turn the volume control clockwise to
increase the volume. NOTE: Power to operate the radio is supplied through the ignition switch.
Press the top of the button to seek up and the bottom to seek down. The radio will remain tuned
to the new station until you make another selection. You can turn the tape player ON by
inserting a cassette or activating the MODE button with a cassette in the radio , but only when
the ignition and radio are on. Press and hold the RW button for fast reverse. The audio output
can be heard when fast forward and fast reverse are activated. Random Play RND Press the
Random button to play the tracks on the selected disc in random order for an interesting
change of pace. The volume will be displayed and continuously updated while the button is
pressed. If no action is taken during the 5 second time out the PTY icon will turn off. Pressing
the PTY button within 5 seconds will allow the program format type to be selected. The
operating mode will be displayed next to the station frequency. The display will show ST when a
stereo station is received. Operating Instructions â€” Tape Player Insert the cassette with the
exposed tape side toward the right and the mechanical action of the player will gently pull the
cassette into the play position. Scan Button Press this button to play 10 seconds of each
selection. Press the scan button a second time to cancel the feature. Press the bottom of the
button to return to the beginning of the current selection, or return to the beginning of the
previous selection if the CD is within the first 10 seconds of the current selection. The following
will be displayed in this order: After three seconds, the current channel name and number will
be displayed for five seconds. A SEEK symbol will appear on the display. The frequency will be
displayed and continu- ously updated while the button is pressed. This CD player will accept 4
only. The use of other sized discs may damage the CD player mechanism. You may either insert
or eject a disc with the radio OFF. The RW Reverse button works in a similar manner. CD HOT
will pause the operation. Play can be resumed when the operating temperature is corrected or
another MODE is selected. NOTE: Power to operate the radio is controlled by the ignition
switch. SET 1 will show in the display window. Page If you insert a disc with the ignition ON and
the radio ON, the unit will switch from radio to CD mode and begin to play when you insert the
disc. The display will show the disc number, the track number, and index time in minutes and
seconds. Please have the following informa- tion available when activating your system: 1.
Contact Sirius Customer Care at to discuss options for channel blocking or unblock- ing. Page
Satellite Antenna Satellite Antenna To ensure optimum reception, do not place items on the roof
around the rooftop antenna location. Metal objects placed within the line of sight of the antenna
will cause decreased performance. Larger luggage items should be placed as far forward as
possible. Do not place items directly on or above the antenna. A loose tape should be corrected
before use. To rewind a loose tape, insert the eraser end of a pencil into the tape drive gear and
twist the pencil in the required directions. Maintain your cassette tape player. The head and
capstan shaft in the cassette player can pick up dirt or tape deposits each time a cassette is
played. This condition may be lessened or eliminated by relocating the cellular phone antenna.
This condition is not harmful to the radio. Page Bi-Level Air is directed through the panel and
floor outlets. NOTE: There is a difference in temperature between the upper and lower outlets
for added comfort. The warmer air goes to the floor outlets. This feature gives improved comfort
during sunny but cool conditions. Floor Air is directed through the floor outlets and side
window demist outlets with a small amount NOTE: For maximum airflow to the rear seat passengers, the center instrument panel outlets can be aimed, so that the left center outlet is directed
toward the right rear passenger and the right center outlet is directed toward the left rear
passenger. Page This control only operates in the Outside Air and Recir- culate modes; there is

no in between position. Do not place the control between these positions. NOTE: Continuous
use of the recirculate mode may make the inside air stuffy and window fogging may occur. Page
Window Fogging Vehicle side windows tend to fog on the inside in mild rainy or humid weather.
Direct the panel outlets toward the side windows. The air is directed at the area of the windows
through which you view the outside mirrors. To avoid damaging the electrical conductors, do
not use scrapers, sharp instruments, or abrasive window cleaners on the interior surface of the
rear window. Labels can be peeled off after soaking with warm water. It is located in the rear of
the engine compartment on the passenger side and should be checked for fluid level at regular
intervals. Fill the reservoir with windshield washer solvent not radia- tor antifreeze and operate
the system for a few seconds to flush out the residual water. Page Snow Tires Long periods of
engine idling, especially at high engine speeds can cause excessive exhaust tempera- tures
which can damage your vehicle. Do not attempt to push or tow your vehicle to get it started.
Never pour fuel or other flammable liquid into the throttle body air inlet opening in an attempt to
start the vehicle. This could result in flash fire causing serious personal injury. To prevent
damage to the starter, do not crank the engine for more than 15 seconds at a time. If your foot is
not firmly on the brake pedal, the vehicle could accelerate quickly forward or in re- verse. If a
condition is detected that could cause damage, the transaxle shifts automatically into second
gear. The transaxle remains in second gear despite the forward gear selected. Unintended
movement of a vehicle could injure those in and near the vehicle. As with all vehicles, you
should never exit a vehicle while the engine is running. Before exiting a vehicle, you should
always shift the vehicle into P Park , remove the key from the ignition, and apply the parking
brake. It provides smoothest up shifts and down shifts and best fuel economy. Autostick allows
you to maximize engine brak- ing, eliminate undesirable upshifts and downshifts, and improve
overall vehicle performance. This system can also provide you with more control during
passing, city driving, cold slippery conditions, mountain driving, trailer towing, and many other
situations. As you release the clutch pedal, lightly depress the accelera- tor pedal. Use each
gear in numerical order - do not skip a gear. Page 2. This is the position the shifter lever will
return to automatically when neutral is se- lected. If you skip more than one gear while
downshifting or downshift at too high an engine speed, you could damage the engine,
transmission, or clutch. To maintain a safe speed and prolong brake life, shift down to 2nd or
1st when descending a steep grade. When turning a corner, or driving up a steep grade,
downshift early so that the engine will not be overbur- dened. Parking Brake Lever When
parking on a hill, it is important to set the parking brake before placing the gear selector in Park,
otherwise the load on the automatic transaxle locking mechanism may make it difficult to move
the selector out of Park. Children should be warned not to touch the parking brake or the gear
selector. A child could operate power windows, other controls, or move the vehicle. This will be
evident by increased pedal travel during application and greater pedal force required to slow or
stop. The system reduces wheel slip and maintains traction at the driving front wheels by
engaging the brake on the wheel that is losing traction. Tires with white sidewalls will have the
full TIN including date code located on the white sidewall side of the tire. Steps for Determining
Correct Load Limit 1. Overloading of your tires is dangerous. Overloading can cause tire failure,
affect vehicle handling, and increase your stopping distance. Use tires of the recommended
load capacity for your vehicle. Never overload them. Page Tire Inflation Pressures 2.
Economyâ€” Improper inflation pressures can cause uneven wear patterns to develop across
the tire tread. These abnormal wear patterns will reduce tread life resulting in a need for earlier
tire replacement. Underinflation also increases tire rolling resistance and results in higher fuel
consumption. Use a good quality pocket-type gauge to check tire pressure. Do not make a
visual judgement when determining proper inflation. Page Tire pressure may increase from 2 to
6 psi 13 to 40 kPa during operation. DO NOT reduce this normal pressure build up or your tire
pressure will be too low. Tire Pressures for High Speed Operation The manufacturer advocates
driving at safe speeds within posted speed limits. Combining radial ply tires with other types of
tires on your vehicle will cause your vehicle to handle poorly. The instability could cause an
accident. Al- ways use radial ply tires in sets of four or 6, in case of trucks with dual rear
wheels. Page Limited Use Spare - If Equipped Do not install a wheel cover or attempt to mount a
conventional tire on the compact spare wheel, since the wheel is designed specifically for the
compact spare. Because of the reduced ground clearance, do not take your vehicle through an
automatic car wash with the The limited use spare tires are for emergency use only. Installation
of this limited use spare tire affects vehicle handling. Keep inflated to the cold tire inflation
pressure listed on either your tire placard or limited use spare tire and wheel assembly. Page
Tread Wear Indicators Tread Wear Indicators Tread wear indicators are in the original
equipment tires to help you in determining when your tires should be replaced. Some
combinations of unapproved tires and wheels may change suspen- sion dimensions and

performance characteristics, resulting in changes to steering, handling, and brak- ing of your
vehicle. Page Tire Chains Improper alignment will not cause vehicle vibration. Vibration may be
a result of tire and wheel out-of- balance. Proper balancing will reduce vibration and avoid tire
cupping and spotty wear. For these reasons, they wear at unequal rates, and tend to develop
irregular wear pat- terns. The use of premium gasoline is not recommended. The manufacturer
recommends the use of gasolines that meet the WWFC specifications if they are available.
Gasolines blended with MMT have shown to reduce spark plug life and reduce emission system
performance in some vehicles. If you notice a pungent burning odor or some light smoke, your
engine may be out of tune or malfunctioning and may require immediate service. Have the
exhaust system inspected every time the vehicle is raised. Have any abnormal conditions
repaired promptly. Until repaired, drive with all side windows fully open. A poorly fitting gas cap
may cause the Malfunction Indicator Light to turn on. A fire may result if gasoline is pumped
into a portable container that is inside of a vehicle. You could be burned. Always place gas
containers on the ground while filling. Depress the switch and both cluster indicators and all
front and rear direc- tional signals will flash. Page If the pointer rises to the H red mark, the
instrument cluster will sound a chime. Pull over and stop the vehicle. Idle the vehicle with the
air conditioner turned off until the pointer drops back into the normal range. If the pointer
remains on the H red mark, turn the engine off immediately and call for service. A hot engine
cooling system is dangerous. You or others could be badly burned by steam or boiling coolant.
You may want to call a service center if your vehicle overheats. If you decide to look under the
hood yourself, refer to Section 7, Maintenance, of this manual. Page Jack Location Jack
Location The jack and jack-handle are stowed behind the right rear side trim panel in the cargo
area. Jack Location Do not attempt to raise this vehicle using a bumper jack. Rotate the nut to
the left until you can remove the swivel hook from the stowage basket. Swing the basket down
to remove the compact spare tire. Page Jacking Instructions Jacking Instructions 1. Remove the
scissors jack and lug wrench from the stowage bag. NOTE: If equipped with a center cap that
covers the wheel nuts, pry off the cap using the small end of the lug wrench. To reinstall the
cap, make sure it is properly lined up before pushing it on to the wheel. Raise the vehicle by
turning the jack screw to the right, using the swivel wrench. Raise the vehicle only until the tire
just clears the surface and enough clearance is obtained to install the spare tire. Page 6. Lower
the vehicle by turning the jack screw to the left. Finish tightening the nuts. Push down on the
wrench while tightening the wheel nuts. Alternate nuts until each nut has been tightened twice.
Correct wheel nut torque is ft. Take care to avoid the radiator cooling fan whenever the hood is
raised. It can start anytime the ignition switch is on. You can be hurt by the fan. When boosting
from a battery in another vehicle, park that vehicle within booster cable reach but without letting
the vehicles touch. Connect the other cable, first to the negative terminal of the booster battery
and then to the negative jump start terminal, located near the hood release latch, of the vehicle
with the discharged battery. Make sure you have a good contact. Rapid acceleration on slippery
surfaces is danger- ous. Unequal traction can cause sudden pulling of the front wheels. You
could lose control of the vehicle and possibly have an accident. Accelerate slowly and carefully
whenever there is likely to be poor traction ice, snow, wet, mud, loose sand, etc. Turn your
steering wheel right and left to clear the area around the front wheels. Then shift back and forth
between Reverse and First gear. If the transaxle is not operative, the vehicle must be towed with
the front wheels off the ground. This system monitors the performance of the emissions,
engine, and automatic transmission control systems. When these systems are operating
properly, your vehicle will provide excellent performance and fuel economy, as well as engine
emis- sions well within current government regulations. Failure to pass could prevent vehicle
registration. The MIL will flash for about 10 seconds and then return to being fully illuminated
until you turn off the ignition key or start the engine. Page Maintenance Procedures NOTE:
Intentional tampering with emissions control systems can result in civil penalties being
assessed against you. You can be badly injured working on or around a motor vehicle. Do only
that service work for which you have the knowledge and the proper equipment. If you have any
doubt about your ability to perform a service job, take your vehicle to a competent mechanic.
Engine Oil Dipstick Checking the oil while the vehicle is on level ground, will improve the
accuracy of the oil level readings. Also, check belt routing to make sure there is no interference
between the belts and other engine components. Spark Plugs Spark plugs must fire properly to
assure engine perfor- mance and emission control. Damage to the catalytic converter can result
if your vehicle is not kept in proper operating condition. In the event of engine malfunction,
particularly involv- ing engine misfire or other apparent loss of perfor- mance, have your vehicle
serviced promptly. Contin- ued operation of your vehicle with a severe malfunction could cause
the converter to overheat, resulting in possible damage to the converter and the The amount
will depend on driving style. The air cleaner box should be cleaned out and a new make-up- air

filter element should be installed during the normal air filter maintenance procedure. Battery
fluid is a corrosive acid solution and can burn or even blind you. If acid splashes in eyes or on
skin, flush the area immediately with large amounts of water. Page Air Conditioner Maintenance
Air Conditioner Maintenance For best possible performance, your air conditioner should be
checked and serviced by an Authorized Dealer at the start of each warm season. This service
should include cleaning of the condenser fins and a performance test. Drive belt tension should
also be checked at this time. How- ever, the manufacturer recommends that air conditioning
service be performed by dealers or other service facilities using recovery and recycling
equipment. Page Body Lubrication Body Lubrication Locks and all body pivot points, including
such items as seat tracks, doors,liftgate and hood hinges, should be lubricated periodically to
assure quiet, easy operation and to protect against rust and wear. Prior to the appli- cation of
any lubricant, the parts concerned should be wiped clean to remove dust and grit; Push the
release tab shown in the illustration and slide the wiper blade assembly down along the arm.
Gently place the wiper arm on the windshield. Install the new blade assembly onto the wiper
arm tip until it locks in place. Page Exhaust System Exhaust System The best protection against
carbon monoxide entry into the vehicle body is a properly maintained engine exhaust system. If
you notice a change in the sound of the exhaust system, or if exhaust fumes can be detected
inside the vehicle, or when the underside or rear of the vehicle is damaged; The fan is
temperature controlled and can start at any time the ignition switch is in the ON position. Page
Cooling System â€” Drain, Flush and Refill At the intervals shown on the Maintenance
Schedules, the system should be drained, flushed and refilled. If the solution is dirty or contains
a considerable amount of sediment, clean and flush with a reliable cooling system cleaner. This
coolant can be used up to 5 Years or , miles before replacement. To prevent reducing this
extended mainte- nance period, it is important that you use the same coolant throughout the life
of your vehicle. Never add coolant when the engine is overheated. Do not loosen or remove the
cap to cool an overheated engine. Heat causes pressure to build up in the cooling system. Do
not overfill. Points To Remember NOTE: When the vehicle is stopped after a few miles a few
kilometers of operation, you may observe vapor coming from the front of the engine
compartment. If replacement is ever necessary, install ONLY the correct type thermostat. Other
designs may result in unsatisfactory coolant performance, poor gas mileage, and increased
emissions. Suggested service intervals can be found in the Mainte- nance Section. Riding the
brakes can lead to brake failure and possibly an accident. Page NOTE: Often, fluids such as oil,
power steering fluid, and brake fluid are used during assembly plant opera- tions to ease the
assembly of hoses to couplings. There- fore, oil wetness at the hose-coupling area is not necessarily an indication of leakage. Actual dripping of hot fluid when systems are under pressure
during vehicle operation should be noted before a hose is replaced based on leakage. The two
systems are separated in the reservoir and a leak in one system will not affect the other system.
Use of a brake fluid that may have a lower initial boiling point or unidentified as to specification,
may result in sudden brake failure during hard pro- longed braking. You could have an accident.
Overfilling the brake fluid reservoir can result in spilling brake fluid on hot engine parts and the
brake fluid catching fire. Using a transmission fluid other than the manufacturers recommended
fluid will result in more frequent fluid and filter changes. Page Transaxle Dipstick Location 6.
Wipe the dipstick clean and reinsert until seated. Remove dipstick and note reading. Page
Appearance Care And Protection From Corrosion Frequency Of Fluid Change Under normal
operating conditions, the fluid installed at the factory will give satisfactory lubrication for the life
of the vehicle. If contaminated with water, the fluid should be changed immediately. Always
wash your ve- hicle in the shade using a mild car wash soap, and rinse the panels completely
with clear water. Your dealer has touch up paint to match the color of your vehicle. Only Mopar
Wheel Cleaners are recommended. Page Your leather upholstery can be best preserved by
regular cleaning with a damp soft cloth. Small particles of dirt can act as an abrasive and
damage the leather upholstery and should be removed promptly with a damp cloth. Stubborn
soils can be removed easily with a soft cloth and Mopar Total Clean. Never use an abrasive type
cleaner. Use caution when cleaning inside rear windows equipped with electric defrosters. Do
not use scrapers or other sharp instru- ments which may scratch the elements. A label identifying the components and circuits is located on the underside of the cover. When replacing a
blown fuse, it is important to use only a fuse having the correct amperage rating. The use of a
fuse with a rating other than indicated may result in a dangerous electrical system overload. If a
properly rated fuse continues to blow, it shows a problem in the circuit that must be corrected.
T Rear Cargo T Seat Belt Indicator. Do not touch the new headlight bulb with your fingers. Oil
contamination will severely shorten bulb life. Remove the headlight access cover splash shield,
located in the front wheel well opening. Rotate the socket to the left one quarter turn to replace
and replace the bulb. Pull the bulb out of the socket and replace. Back Up Light Bulb 1. Remove

the screws attaching the back up light to the rear fascia and remove the housing. Manual
Transmission Fluid. These, and all other maintenance services included in this manual, should
be done to provide best vehicle performance and reliability. Checking the oil level while the
vehicle is on level ground will improve the accu- racy of the oil level reading. Change the
automatic transmission fluid and filter every 60, miles 96 km if the vehicle is usually operated
under one or more of the conditions marked with an Change the manual transaxle fluid every
48, miles 77 km if the vehicle is usually operated under one or If none of these apply to you, and
your vehicle is equipped with a Nonâ€”Turbo Charged Engine then change your engine oil at
every interval shown on Page Miles Kilometers Change engine oil and engine oil filter, if not
replaced at 3 months. Rotate tires. Inspect the brake linings. Inspect the engine air cleaner filter,
replace as necessary. Replace the engine air cleaner filter. Replace the spark plugs. Inspect the
tie rod ends and boot seals. Inspect the PCV valve and replace as neces- sary. Change the
brake fluid. If vehicle is used for trailer towing. Replace the spark plugs and ignition cables.
Inspect the PCV valve and replace if neces- sary. Page Miles Kilometers Change engine oil and
engine oil filter, if not re- placed at 3 months. Inspect the engine air cleaner filter and replace as
necessary. Replace the Make-up air filter. Adjust the generator drive belt tension. Inspect the
PCV valve and replace, if necessary. Page Miles Kilometers [Months] Change engine oil and
engine oil filter. Inspect the PCV valve and replace if necessary. Not required if previously
changed. Replace the engine timing belt. Flush and replace engine coolant at 60 months, if not
replaced at , miles. Page Miles Kilometers [Month] Change engine oil and engine oil filter.
Inspect the PCV Valve and replace if necessary. Take your warranty folder. All work to be
performed may not be covered by the warranty, discuss additional charges with the service
manager. Page Warranty service must be done by an authorized Chrysler, Dodge, or Jeep
dealer. We strongly recommend that you take your vehicle to you selling dealer. They know you
and your vehicle best, and are most concerned that you get prompt and high quality service.
Customer Center P. They will help you keep your vehicle operating at its best. These manuals
have been prepared with the assistance of service and engineering specialists to acquaint you
with specific Chrysler group vehicles. Included are starting, operating, emergency and
maintenance pro- cedures as well as specifications, capabilities and safety tips. The traction
grade is based on braking straight- ahead traction tests and does not include cornering turning
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